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DRID-GIJ TO HOLD TWO WORKSHOPS ON QUANTITATIVE
DATA PROCESSES AND ANALYSIS IN JULY 2021
By: Emmanuel Kwarteng
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The Directorate of Research, Innovation and Development of the Ghana Institute of Journalism
(DRID-GIJ) is set to hold two workshops as part of
the ‘Writing scholarly articles series’. The upcoming events will focus on the topics; “Quantitative
Data Processes and Analysis with SPSS and Quantitative Data Analysis through Structural Equation
Modelling” on 9th and 23rd July, 2021 respectively.



DRID-GIJ to hold two workshops on quantitative data processes and analysis in July 2021



Communication consultant reveals
#Fixyourself fueled public outrage



Amorphous national security supresses rights
and freedoms



Staff Research Profile - Mr. Philip Atawura &
Mr. Eric Boansi Agyekum

The Director of DRID-GIJ, Dr. Etse Sikanku, remarked that “quantitative data analysis was identified as one of the areas lecturers needed further
training in. Most lecturers had mentioned it as an
area of interest” during a survey organized by the
Directorate. “The seminars are helping to revive
the research interest and skills of faculty,” Dr. Sikanku added.



Impact of social media compelled government
to respond immediately to #Fixthecountry
campaign



Usability of research findings is dependent on
credibility and authenticity of results.



Research design should be guided by sound
theory, variables and philosophy.



Inappropriate government response can fuel
more anger in the #Fixthecountry campaign.

The workshops are expected to be practical oneon-one sessions to equip the faculty and staff with
the needed skills for data analysis in their research
and in supervising students’ project work and dissertations.
Facilitators and resource persons for the two
events who will be drawn from the faculty at GIJ
include Dr. Stanley Semarco, Dean of the School of
Alternative Learning and Dr. George Asamoah,
Head of the Department of Integrated Marketing.
They will be assisted by Mr. Bright Senanu and Nii
Nookoi Tackie, of the Department of Integrated
Marketing, who were recently brought on board
as Assistant Lecturers of the Institute.
The workshops which will focus on exploring the
skills and techniques in quantitative research to
produce useful reports promises to be impactful.
The workshops will also be open to students, especially level 400 and graduate students of the
Institute.
Cont’d on page 2

UPCOMING EVENTS


Writing Scholarly Articles Series—
Quantitative Data Processes and
Analysis with SPSS—9th July, 2021
– Lecture Hall D1



Writing Scholarly Articles Series—
Quantitative Data Analysis through
Structural Equation Modelling —
23rd July, 2021– Lecture Hall D1



First Interfaculty Research Seminar—6th August, 2021—Lecture
Hall D1



Attracting research funding for academic research—13th August, 2021

DRID-GIJ TO HOLD TWO WORKSHOPS ON QUANTITATIVE DATA
PROCESSES AND ANALYSIS IN JULY
cont’d from page 1

Participants of the previous edition on qualitative
processes and analysis, especially students undertaking their project work, have expressed interest
in the upcoming event indicating that the sessions
gave them more insight into research methods
and philosophies. One final year student, Matilda
Sosoo, indicated that “basically, the workshop will
help to expand my knowledge on things I might
not know about scholarly writing. We don't stop
learning so I expect to know more and add to
what I already know. The first one we did helped a
lot especially with the final year project”.
DRID-GIJ is the research department of the Institute aimed at adopting innovative means to whip
up research interest in students and lecturers
which will be useful for developing policies and
decision-making among other things.
COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANT
REVEALS #FIXYOURSELF FUELED
PUBLIC OUTRAGE.
By: James Avedzi

Ms. Paulina Kuranchie Communications Consultant and lecturer, GIJ

Communications Consultant and lecturer, Ms.
Paulina Kuranchie has questioned the timeliness
and
appropriateness
of
pro-government
#FixYourAttitude in the wake of the recent social
media rage over governments performance over
the years. She describes the approach as “wrong
and offensive.” According to her, government
should not have left response to #FixTheCountry
into the hands of political communicators to muddy the waters before coming to do damage control later. “The best thing government should have
done was to show evidence of what they were doing and what they intend to do from the onset to

tackle the rage head-on. They shouldn’t have allowed party communicators to overtake them.”
The communications consultant said the way government went about its communications “actually
fed in the anger of the people.” Ms. Kuranchie
made these remarks at the Ghana Institute of
Journalism’s virtual forum to analyze the recent
social media protest and the concern about safety
of journalists following the arrest of Citi FM/TV’s
Caleb Kudah and Zoe Abu-Baidoo, and the rage of
the station by National security operatives.
#FIXTHECOUNTRY DIGITAL PROTEST.
Early in May 2021, a section of the Ghanaian public took to twitter and other social media platforms
to establish their displeasure about economic
hardship and the level of underdevelopment of
the economy under subsequent governments. The
protest sparked criticisms from diverse sections of
people with regards to the focus and directions of
the call.
Reacting to this, Miss Kuranchie observed that the
“target of the call was too broad at the onset as it
does not seem to suggest specific sectors of the
economy that needs fixing and I think that was the
major challenge to the issue.”
“The discussion subsequently started picking
shape when citizens began commenting on the
challenges such as unemployment, taxes, utility
fees, and the rest, which I think was really helpful
to all of us.”
MEDIA FREEDOM

Touching on the issues of media freedom, Miss
Kuranchie believed that the recent raid of Citi TV/
FM premises by the National security operatives
and the arrest and alleged torture of their Journalist Caleb Kudah does not give enough evidence of
the safety of journalists in recent times. According
to her, “how well a democracy is doing is a reflection of how well the media ecosystem of that
country is.”
She recounted other such incidents such as police
brutality against Latif Iddrissu, the murder of in-

vestigative journalist Ahmed Suale, and several
other such incidents that never got resolved. She
therefore urged government to take keen interest
in this matter, investigate and come out with a
conclusive solution to the menace.

premises. The actions of the operatives of national security have been widely criticized while others believe this gives credence to the assumption
of a culture of silence under the current regime.

BACKGROUND
The Ghana Institute of Journalism organized a virtual public forum to analyze the recent social media protest and the concern about safety of journalists, on Wednesday, May 20, 2021. The discussion took in focus the “#FIXTHECOUNTRY CAMPAIGN: Protest Movements, Communication Practices and Contentious Politics in a Digital Age” and
“THE CALEB AND ZOE ABU-BAIDOO SAGA: A critical Assessment of Press Freedom Under the Akufo
-Addo Regime.” Speakers included Dr. Ike Tandoh,
Brand Communication Specialist & Lecturer, Dr.
Kojo P. Asante, Director of Advocacy & Policy Engagement (CDD-Ghana) and Mr. Winston Amoah,
Co-Host of the Super Morning Show, Joy FM. The
rest were Ms. Paulina Kuranchie, Communications
Consultant/Lecturer, and Mr. Zakaria Tanko Musah, Lecturer/Private Legal Practitioner.
According to Director of Research, Innovation and
Development (DRID) GIJ Dr. Etse Sikanku, the forum was important in order to assess the role of
digital media in shaping discussion today, and the
safety of journalists and press freedom in recent
times.
"AMORPHOUS NATIONAL SECURITY
SUPPRESSES RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS" - Private legal practitioner
Zakaria Tanko Musah

Mr. Zakaria Tanko Musah, Lecturer/Private legal practitioner

Mr. Zakaria Tanko who was speaking at a virtual
public forum organized by the Ghana Institute of
Journalism (GIJ), under the auspices of the Directorate of Research, Innovation and Development
(DRID), indicated that “this is a serious issue as
people hide behind national security to suppress
the right and freedoms of journalists and vulnerable people in our society.” “It’s high time as a
democratic society, we appreciate the work of
journalists. There must be understanding between journalists and security agencies and not
the other way around,” Mr. Tanko said.
When asked about the vagueness of national security vis-a-vis the "public interest" mantra of
journalists, Mr. Tanko said, “there are other parameters that are used, like the judiciary.” “We
have failed as a country to implement judicial interpretations regarding public interest and what
constitutes national security,” Mr. Zakaria Tanko
added. He further stated that “personal charges
must be brought against individuals who abuse
their power of discretion" in the discharge of their
duty.

Lecturer and private legal practitioner, Zakaria
Tanko Musah has stressed the need for the country to be conscious of the amorphous use of national security to suppress the rights and freedom
of people, especially journalists.

The private legal practitioner questioned the legitimacy and objective of the arrest of Caleb Kudah and the use of force by the national security
operatives. “Nobody beats the executive or legislative members when they do something wrong.
They’re taken through the judicial system. Journalists must not be treated differently,” Mr. Zakaria Tanko asserted.

The national security has been in the news for the
past few days over the arrest of Citi FM/TV journalist Zoe Abu-Baidoo Addo upon receiving some
videos electronically from her colleague Caleb Kudah who was in their custody for allegedly “filming
security installations" at the national security

The forum was on the topics; “#Fixthecountry”
Campaign: Online Protest Movement and “The
Caleb Kudah and Zoe Abu-Baidoo" Saga: A Critical
Assessment of Press Freedom under the AkufoAddo regime. Participants received insightful contributions from a plethora of panelists from both

By: Emmanuel Kwarteng

academia and practitioners.
GIJ LECTURERS PRESENT A PAPER
AT THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AND ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT (ICBMED) 2021
By James Kwesi Avedzi

Two GIJ lecturers have presented a paper at the
International Conference on Business Management and Entrepreneurial Development (ICBMED)
which took place at University of Professional
Studies, Accra from 15th to 16th April, 2021. The
paper examined the internal crisis communication
of selected banks in Ghana. The paper was extracted from the MPhil thesis of Mr. Philip Atawura. The study sought to explore the role of internal communication as a form of organisational crisis response strategy in the banking sector of Ghana, emphasising on the sense made of the communication processes, the communication channels employed and the response strategies of the
banks. Using a case study design, data was gathered using interviews, focus group discussions and
document analysis. The findings were that the
banks’ staff picked cues about the crisis from both
internal and external sources whereas the banks
employed traditional and new media channels to
communicate the crisis; the banks employed the
non-existing, distancing and victim communication
strategies. The conclusions drawn are that internal
communication was relatively poor in the banks.
Management failed to communicate to staff about
the crisis on time. In a bid to manage future crisis,
managers need to pick up cues early and work towards resolving the issues at their earliest stages.
Communication channels must be created to report cues of crisis, and managers have to be open
and communicate to staff during crisis.
GIJ Newsletters’ James Avedzi caught up with
them after the presentation to gauge the amount
of work involved in producing the paper and its
benefit to the academic community.
STAFF RESEARCH PROFILE
Mr. Philip Atawura
Philip Atawura is an alumnus of the Ghana Institute of Journalism. He currently is an Assistant
Lecturer at GIJ. Philip Atawura teaches courses in
media, communication and development. Philip
has extensive qualitative research experience and
holds an MPhil in Media and Communication Studies.

Prior to being an Assistant Lecturer, Philip also
served as an Assistant Media Analyst for the European Union. He has also played consultancy roles
for organisations and individual professionals.
Mr. Eric Boansi Agyekum

Eric Boansi Agyekum is a lecturer in the Faculty of
Journalism at the Ghana Institute of Journalism
(GIJ). He has an extensive knowledge in media
and communication from both academia and industry, having worked in journalism and advertising before joining GIJ. He holds MPhil in Communication Studies from University of Ghana and
B.A. (Hons) Communication Studies (Journalism
option) from Ghana Institute of Journalism (GIJ).
On account of his impressive academic record
and performance, Mr. Agyekum was appointed a
teaching assistant at GIJ in 2013 and a graduate
teaching and research assistant at University of
Ghana in 2015. He was the recipient of the FiBL
Scholarship for M.A. Communication Studies, University of Ghana, in 2015.
Mr. Agyekum is passionate about teaching and
seasoned in the application of innovative teaching
and learning techniques to stimulate students’
interest and enthusiasm. Since he joined GIJ, Mr.
Agyekum has handled several courses, including
Broadcast News Writing and Reporting, Community Journalism, New Media, Information Gathering, Communication Research Design and Analy-

sis. He has supervised undergraduate project
works, term papers and long essays. He has led
students to produce digital stories, community
newspapers and newsletters, blogs and websites.
He is a member of the International Association
for Media and Communication Research (IAMCR)
and University Teachers Association of Ghana, of
which he serves on the National Executives Committee (NEC). His research interests are in Journalism, Media Representation, Social and Digital Media, Digital Rights & Activism, Media and Technology, Political Economy of the Media, ComputerMediated Communication.

The Research Advocate (RA) team
caught up with Mr. Philip Atawura
(PA) and Mr. Eric Agyekum (EA) for
brief interview sessions.
RA: Welcome Mr. Atawura, and thank you for
your time!
PA: Thank you!
RA: Tell us a bit about how you heard about the
6th International Conference on Business and Management Development (ICBMED) and your subsequent application?
PA: Okay, I got information about the 6th International Conference on Business and Management
Development (ICBMED) on the school’s research
page. Reading through the various areas they
were looking for; I found an aspect on Conflict
Management. I am into crisis communication as
well. My MPhil was on Crisis Communications so, I
decided to apply.
What I did was to bring my colleague Eric Boansi
Agyekum on board expand a bit more on the thesis of my dissertation and submitted for consideration. Thankfully, they got back to me with the confirmation that I have been selected, and we picked
it up from there.
RA: What was your scope of work?
PA: Our paper was to examine the internal communication strategies used by some selected
banks in the country during the COVID-19 pandemic.
RA: What were your findings.
PA: Before arriving at the findings, what we first
did was to look at some significant theories or theoretical frameworks to define the issues. So, we

first found out about the issues, and then proceeded to use some three (Sense Making, Media
richness and crisis communications) theories to
discuss them. The next step was to urge the managers to do what we call Sense Making in order to
identify what problems exist in the organization
through the Vertical, Horizontal or Great Vine Discussion Models to arrive at an outcome which are
Guided, Restricted, Fragmented and Minimal. At
the end of the day, we realized some level of Information Asymmetry at the various levels of
communication amongst players of these banks
and the resultant effect on client-customer relationship. Another finding was the choice of appropriate medium (rich or lean) which managers
used to communicate their information and how
that also helped and complicated issues.
RA: What was the sample size of the banks you
have studied, and how does that represent a true
reflection of the state of affairs of communication
in the entire banking sector in Ghana.
PA: We have studied seven (7) different banks
spanning public, private, investment, and development banks. So, the first thing we did was a
focus group discussion amongst members of
these banks (mixed across board into various
groups.) The second level of engagement was five
(5) in-depth interviews with management of
these banks. On whether the sample size represents the total population, I think so because, this
is a qualitative research, so I believe whatever
information we have extracted from these seven
(7) was enough to understand the general situation of the banking sector.
RA: From the findings, what were the key suggestions or recommendations you gave to these
banks?
PA: The first suggestions were for the management of banks to open-up to their workers in
times of crisis, establish communication units at
the banks with communication professionals,
close and proper monitoring of the banks by regulators. Another recommendation was for academia to dedicate enough time to studying this kind
of crisis and come out with some profound solutions.
RA: Finally, what level of impact do you expect
your work to have on the transformation of communication issues in banks?

PA: Well, we have just done a presentation and
the expectation is the organizers of the forum will
go further to publish a paper out of this to find
solutions to communication crisis of this sort and
others, should they arise some other times.
RA: Your final words especially to academia, Sir!
PA: Okay, I think this is the time to integrate the
various disciplines of communication (marketing,
PR, advertising and the rest) together, and take
some pragmatic steps to unite them in order to
find a lasting solution to these problems.
RA: Thank you!

PA: Thank you too for your time.

IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA
COMPELLED GOVERNMENT TO
RESPOND IMMEDIATELY TO
“#FIXTHECOUNTRY” CAMPAIGN –
DR ASANTE
By: Gabriel Odonkor

Director of Advocacy and Policy Engagement at
Centre for Democratic Development (CDDGhana), Dr. Kojo Asante has stated that the
adoption of social media in mobilising citizenry
support for the ongoing #Fixthecountry
campaign” prompted government to respond
immediately.

Interview with Mr. Eric Agyekum
RA: Mr. Agyekum, please tell us what your contribution was to Mr. Atawura’s paper presentation at
the 6th International Conference on Business and
Management Development (ICBMD)
EA: First, let me acknowledge that this work was
purely Mr. Philip Atawura’s work. So, what I did to
help was to edit and structure the script to meet
the requirement of the application, and the final
document for presentation as well.
JA: During your research with these banks, what
did you come across as the major impact of miscommunication in these crisis times.
EA: The major impact for me was the lost of trust
between employees and management. Because of
these miscommunications, a lot of the employees
feel that they are left behind or are not regarded
by management to share enough information
with. There were others like the distortion of the
personal plans of these workers, and high level of
the feeling of dejection, which does not help companies to grow.
JA: What lessons have been learnt from all these?
EA: The lessons which were our recommendations
are for banks and other companies at all times
need to be open to their employees about some
of these things because, their being aware of the
actual state of affairs of the company will do
better than bad in times like these.

Dr. Kojo P. Asante, Director of Advocacy & Policy Engagement, CDD-Ghana

Speaking as a guest at a public forum on press
freedom organised by the Ghana Institute of
Journalism (GIJ), dubbed “#Fixthecountry”:
Protest Movement Practises and Contentious
Politics in a Digital age, Dr Asante said,
government’s knowledge of the power of social
media compelled it to engage actively in an effort
to counter-respond to the online campaign
through marketing promotions.
Dr Asante further stated “The modern forms of
government inform that it tunes into social media
and is aware of impressions that are being
formed by people making up their minds with
contents they receive online”

JA: Thank you Mr. Agyekum for your time!

He added, more people are joining the
bandwagon online due to benefits such as low
transaction cost which includes protesting from
the comfort of their homes while reducing the
risk of being physically assaulted and ultimately
making the campaign more attractive.

EA: Thank you too!

Dr Asante opined that, although social media has

proven to be a very active space for mobilising
support for campaigns such as #Fixthecountry,
there is, however, no concrete guarantee between
online medium protest and achieving protest
objective
of
public
accountability
and
development.
He stated, “there is no empirical research to prove
and assure results although it gets the grievances
of the people to be heard and may stop
government to react in the short term but not
necessarily in the medium to long term.

In terms of the form of messaging used in pushing
the campaign on social media platforms, Dr
Asante stated that he believes the campaign goes
beyond the systematic and developmental
problems the country faces on a regular basis.
According to him, the campaign revealed a sense
of frustration amongst the Ghanaian populace and
a deep mistrust in the political arrangement of the
State in delivering basic public services to its
citizens. However, the government’s counter
response of #fixyourself must be accommodated
as it also plays into the idea of becoming a citizen
but not a spectator.
“USABILITY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS
IS DEPENDENT ON CREDIBILITY AND
AUTHENTICITY OF RESULTS.” – DR.
ASSIBEY BONSU
By: Emmanuel Kwarteng

SOME SCOPUS INDEXED JOURNALS
IN THE MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION SPACE
Metaphor in Language, Cognition Communication
Open Communication Journal
Palgrave European Film and Media Studies
Palgrave Studies in Educational Media
Punctum International Journal of Semiotics
Qualitative Research Reports in Communication
Platform
Political Economy of Communication
Rhetoric Society Newsletter
SARE Open Access
SIMILE
Southern Speech Journal
Studies in Hispanic Cinemas
Studies in Newspaper and Periodical History
Processability Approaches to Language Acquisition Research and Teaching

Television Quarterly
Tolley's Communications Law
Transnational Cinemas
Turkish Online Journal of Qualitative Inquiry Open
Access
Publishing History
Palgrave Studies in Educational Media
Western Journal of Speech Communication
World of Media Open Access

ity and authenticity of data make research findings useful.

Dr. Ginn Assibey Bonsu, Lecturer, Communication Design KNUST

Lecturer in Communication Design at Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology
(KNUST), Dr. Ginn Assibey Bonsu has said credibil-

Communication research or empirical study is a
science which gather data primarily from humans
to arrive at a certain conclusion or finding. It is
therefore imperative for its data gathering processes and analysis be devoid of deception or manipulative intent.
Dr. Assibey Bonsu, who holds a doctorate in Design from the Cape Peninsula University of Technology, South Africa, and the main speaker for a

two-day virtual webinar as part of the “Writing
Scholarly Articles Series” on the topic “Qualitative
Data Processes and Analysis”, organized by the
Ghana Institute of Journalism (GIJ), under the Directorate of Research, Innovation and Development (DRID), in addressing participants said, “as
far as research is concerned, it is more about the
output and what it is used for.”
“For that matter if your output does not follow the
required processes that certify credibility, then it
puts the findings at peril because it poses threats
to those who will use it,” said Dr. Assibey Bonsu.
He further stated that “if such findings are used in
decision making or influence issues, the consequences will be drastic and disastrous.” He therefore cautioned researchers “to be very careful as
far as the credibility of their data is concerned.”
Comparing social science to medical science, Dr.
Assibey said “the findings that they [medical scientists] engage in s based on the fact that they have
done rigorous research.”

He cited the Covid-19 vaccine as a scenario, and
indicated that “scientists engaged with a lot of experimentations in order to provide a vaccine.”
“Now imagine if those vaccines did not follow the
required ethical standards or the credibility needed as far as their usage is concern,” he quizzed.
Dr. Assibey further took participants through the
three (3) main process to achieve credibility and
authenticity of research data, that is, triangulation, member checking, and reflectivity.

He however debunked the notion that triangulation in research is a mixed method consisting of
combining qualitative and quantitative methods of
gathering data.
“Triangulation of course is a mixed method but its
essence is dependent on what you want to
achieve. It is not necessarily mixed method of
combining qualitative and quantitative, mixed
method can even be different methods in qualitative or quantitative,” Dr. Assibey Bonsu stated.

Dr. Ginn Assibey Bonsu expressed satisfaction at
the warm reception and opportunity given to him
by the Directorate of Research , Innovation and
Development to share knowledge with faculty
and students, promising to have a face-to-face
session at the GIJ campus. The Research Officer,
Mrs. Caroline Aboagye Da-Costa appreciated Dr.
Assibey for the rare opportunity and privilege
offered to the Institute, and expressed gratitude
to him on behalf of Management and the participants.

NEW PUBLICATIONS BY STAFF
Aboagye Da-Costa C, Ganaa, FK & Apeakoran,
EN. 2021. Technological Determinism: New media
applications and adaptations within traditional
media in Ghana. The Information Technologist, 18
(1): 1-15.
Anani-Bossman, A A. 2021. An Empirical Investigation of Public Relations Roles: A Case Study of
the Financial Service Sector of Ghana. Corporate
Reputation Review. https://doi.org/10.1057/
s41299-021-00114-8
Obeng-Hinneh, R. and Albert Kpoor. 2021 Cohabitation and its consequences in Ghana. Journal of
Family Issues. DOI: 10.1177/0192513X21994155
journals.sagepub.com/home/jfi
Conference Presentations
Atawura, P. & Agyekum, EB. 2021. Examining the
Internal Crisis Communication Strategies of Selected Banks in Ghana. Paper presented at the International Conference on Business Management
and Entrepreneurial Development (ICBMED), University of Professional Studies, Accra, 15th - 16th
April, 2021.
Awuku, B O. 2021. Agency and Processes in a
Pandemic: Confronting Covid-19 Through Presidential Addresses. Paper presented at the 1st Language and the Pandemic Conference, 22nd – 23rd
May 2021.

INAPPROPRIATE GOVERNMENT RESPONSE CAN FUEL MORE ANGER IN
THE “#FIXTHECOUNTRY” CAMPAIGN
- DR ARIF
By Esther Awagah

Dr Rauf Arif, an Assistant Professor at the Texas
Technology University and a social movement for
change and social media expert, has urged anyone
who holds any government position to avoid
offending online social movement people with the
hashtag “#FixYourself”.

Dr Rauf Arif, Assistant Professor, Texas Technology University and Social
Movement for Change and Social Media Expert

According to him, such statements fuel anger and
become a resource or motivation for social movement people to sustain the campaign. Dr. Arif engaged in a lively online discussion with the Director
of Research, Innovation and Development (DRID)
at the Ghana Institute of Journalism (GIJ), Dr. Etse
Sikanku organized in partnership with DRID at GIJ
dwelling on the topic ‘FixTheCountry’ Campaign:
Protest Movements, Communication Practices and
Contentious Politics in a Digital Age.
The “FixTheCountry” campaign was a hashtag
started by a Twitter user and it gained millions of
followers in and outside Ghana and has driven
mostly the youth calling for government to improve citizens’ lives. Dr Arif pointed out that
online social movements are to create a positive
change and effectiveness to sustain the movement
even without leaders unlike traditional social
movements that take a lot of time to mobilize people and can take about centuries or even decades

to plan. Sustainability of every digital social movement is important therefore followers are outcome oriented people who want to see the outcome of joining this cause. Dr Arif stated that the
social fabric of Ghana can change due to high internet penetration of these digital social movements.
He stated that social movements take a longer period of time to become a revolution. Dr. Arif, further stated that, digital social movements have
chances to reach wider audiences due to its effectiveness, citing examples in Egypt, Pakistan and
Tunisia. According to him, pointing fingers at people can cause them to move to the streets which
may lead to destruction of property and loss of
lives as the amplification of online social movements take place strongly on online forms of communications than on streets. He urged the government to analyze the demands and engage in political dialogues via the social media and appoint a
government personality as a representative who
tweets back at issues raised instead of using the
hashtag, “#FixYourself”.
He added that this strategy should be from the
government
to
make
sure
that
the
“#FixTheCountry” social movement is informed
and oriented and not regime change oriented or
revolution oriented.
"RESEARCH DESIGN SHOULD BE
GUIDED BY SOUND THEORY, VARIABLES AND PHILOSOPHY" - DR. ASSI-

BEY BONSU
By: Emmanuel Kwarteng

Lecturer in Communication Design at the Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology
(KNUST), Dr. Ginn Assibey Bonsu has advised researchers to allow sound theory and variables
from philosophy to guide their research design and
questions.
Delivering a keynote address at a virtual webinar
organized by the Ghana Institute of Journalism

(GIJ) on the theme, "Qualitative Data Processes and
Analyses", Dr. Assibey said, "for every research philosophy which has got to do with ontology, epistemology, and ideology, there are underpinning paradigms which govern what is seen as real." "And
these research paradigms have got to do with how
we discover, explain, develop and evaluate our research," he said. Dr. Ginn Assibey was of the view
that research must be underpinned by a specific philosophy which then informs the purpose of the
study and how data will be collected and analyzed.
He further touched on research design indicating
that, "research design is the systematic approach for
obtaining and analyzing data."
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Visit https://www.icahdq.org/page/CFP for details
Conference date

Deadline for
submission of
abstracts

15-17 November 2021

International Conference on Online
Journalism

21-23 October 2021

Literature and Popular Culture

Virtual Event

1 August 2021

21-23 October 2021

CFP: Politics, Civic Life, and Pop
Culture Area for NEPCA 2021

Virtual Event

1 August 2021

21-23 October 2021

CFP: Disney Studies at NEPCA

Virtual Event

1 August 2021

Virtual Event

31 July 2021

Other conferences to be held in Accra and Kumasi

Visit https://allconferencealert.net/ghana.php?month=August-2021 for details
Date

Conference List

Venue

14th

IIRST-International Conference On English Learning And Teaching(ICELT-

ACCRA, Ghana

14th

IIRST-International Conference On Global Economy In Business, Management, Social Science And Humanity Perspective(GEMSH-21)

ACCRA, Ghana

15th

SCIENCE LEAGUES-INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL SCI-

Kumasi, Ghana

15th

SCIENCE LEAGUES-International Conference On MULTIDISCIPLINARY IN-

Kumasi, Ghana

15th

SCIENCE LEAGUES-INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES(ICSSH-21)

Kumasi, Ghana

15th

SCIENCE LEAGUES-International Conference On MULTIDISCIPLINARY IN-

Kumasi, Ghana

15th

SCIENCE LEAGUES-INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOCIAL SCI-

Kumasi, Ghana

15th

SCIENCE LEAGUES-International Conference On MULTIDISCIPLINARY IN-

Kumasi, Ghana

15th

SCIENCE LEAGUES-International Conference On Business Management

Kumasi, Ghana

21st

Aug

ISER-International Conference On English Learning And Teaching Skills
(ICELTS-21)

ACCRA, Ghana

21st

ISER-International Conference On Social Movements (ICSM-21)

ACCRA, Ghana

24th

ASAR-International Conference On Social Movements (ICSM-21)

ACCRA, Ghana

28th

RESEARCH FOUNDATION-International Conference On Human Rights And

Kumasi, Ghana

31st

ASAR-International Conference On English Learning And Teaching Skills

ACCRA, Ghana

Aug 21)
Aug

Aug ENCE AND HUMANITIES(ICSSH-21)

Aug NOVATION In ACADEMIC RESEARCH(MIAR-21)
Aug

Aug NOVATION In ACADEMIC RESEARCH(MIAR-21)
Aug ENCE AND HUMANITIES(ICSSH-21)

Aug NOVATION In ACADEMIC RESEARCH(MIAR-21)
Aug And Social Innovation(ICBMSI-21)

Aug
Aug

Aug Human Dignity(ICHRHD-21)

Aug (ICELTS-21)

